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THE BELL 
Greater love hath no man than this, 
that a man lay down his life for his friends. 

John 15:13 

The anthem Greater love hath no man by 
John Ireland (Ref CC146 £2.60) was sung at 
the National Commemoration Service of the 
commencement of the Battle of the Somme 
held in Manchester Cathedral on 1st July.  
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Three composers presented the great 
violinist Joseph Joachim in 1853 with a 
belated 21st-birthday gift; a violin sonata of 
which Albert Dietrich had written the opening 
Allegro, Johannes Brahms the Scherzo, and Robert 
Schumann the Finale. Brahms was just 20 years old 
and this Scherzo was amongst the first fruits of his friendship both with Joachim and 
Schumann. It is his earliest instrumental piece, written just before the first piano 
sonata. Although the whole sonata has long been forgotten, this movement – first 
published in 1906 – has become a favourite as a separate piece, particularly in 
Germany. 

The distinguished Scottish violist Watson Forbes has edited the violin part (Ref 
H195A £6.50) and also arranged the solo part for viola (Ref H195B £6.50) and for 
cello (Ref H195C £6.50); giving a wider performing field to this remarkable early 
example of the muscular but lyrical style which led Brahms later to write such grand 
scherzos as that in the second Piano Concerto. The piano score has the original, 
unedited violin part and is used for either the viola or cello versions. 
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SAVOY CURTAIN–RAISERS 
Musica Britannica Volume XCIX   Ref MB99  £100.00 

Musica Britannica was founded in 1951 as an authoritative national collection of British 
music. The published volumes provide an accurate and scholarly presentation of the original 
texts plus a basis for practical performance. 
 
This volume is a most welcome visit to the world of late Victorian Musical Theatre. It 
provides the full score and libretto of two one-act operettas, as they may have been originally 
performed at the Savoy: Captain Billy (words by Harry Greenbank, music by François 
Cellier) and Mr Jericho (words by Harry Greenbank, music by Ernest Ford). 
 
The author discusses the role of curtain-raisers in the Savoy programmes and outlines the 
background to the two operettas featured with details of casting and performance history. 
Original sources for both music and libretto are listed with details of the editorial policy and 
method employed during compilation of the presented versions. Also included are a glossary 
of terms, selected bibliography and illustrations of original programmes. 
 
This magnificent volume is immaculately presented and will enhance the reader’s under-
standing and appreciation of an often neglected aspect of Victorian musical theatre. It is 
hoped that future volumes will feature more curtain-raisers and other lost works. 
 
It is understood that performing material to accompany the volume will be published later 
this year and will encourage companies to add these charming works to their repertoire. A 
DVD recording of both operettas performed by Chapel End Players with piano accomp-
animent at the 2008 Buxton G&S Festival is available from Musical Collectables. 
 
At £100 this volume is good value for money and a worthy addition to the holding of any 
G&S devotee. 
 
Alan Parfitt                                                                     Hon Librarian, London Gilbert & Sullivan Society 

The 1929 art deco entrance to the remodelled Savoy 
Theatre – first opened by Richard D’Oyly Carte on 

10th October 1881 as the principal home for the 
Gilbert and Sullivan comic operas. 
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CROSSWORD COMPETITION WINNERS 

We are pleased to announce that the three winners, drawn at 
random, of our Crossword Competition held in the Spring issue 
of The Bell were Kay Griffiths from Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, Isabelle Lee from Weston-super-Mare and John 
Mansfield from Farnham, Surrey. 
 
Each winner received a copy of the DVD Topsy-Turvy starring 
Jim Broadbent as W S Gilbert and Allan Corduner as Sir 
Arthur Sullivan, plus the book Gilbert and Sullivan’s London 
and a CD of Sullivan’s Overtures. 
 
Congratulations to all three and to the many others who 
correctly completed the puzzle set by Randal Henly. 

Bernard Rose (9th May 1916 – 21st November 
1996) was a chorister at Salisbury Cathedral, 
studied at the Royal College of Music, won an 
organ scholarship to St Catharine’s College, 
Cambridge and became a music tutor at The 
Queen’s College, Oxford in 1939. After the war 
he returned to the college, becoming the first 
Fellow in Music. Rose was elected to Magdalen 
in 1957, beginning a 24-year reign as organist 
and Informator Choristarum.  
 
Rose excelled in his interpretations of Tudor 
music and verse anthems, and was equally at 
home with the Victorian repertoire which was 
well supported then by the three-manual Hill, 
Norman & Beard organ. It was rebuilt in late 1963 but initially started life as a four-manual 
instrument by Gray and Davidson in 1855, and went through successive alterations. Rose 
followed several eminent organist/composers at Magdalen, with John Sheppard in the 16th 
century, followed by Daniel Purcell at the end of the 17th century, and Sir John Stainer and 
Sir Walter Parratt in the 19th century. 
 
The CD More Archive Recordings (1960-1976) The Choir of Magdalen College, Oxford, 
directed by Bernard Rose has been released by OxRecs to coincide with the 100th 
anniversary of Rose’s birth. Having listened to over 70 hours of material on half- and 
quarter-track tapes recorded at domestic tape speeds containing an archive of mainly BBC 
broadcasts recorded ‘off-air’ by Rose himself, the compilers decided to include only those 
items where the restored audio was of acceptable quality and the singing representative of 
the time. 
 
Among the tracks on the CD are the Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis from ‘The Great 
Service’ by William Byrd (Ref D89 £7.00), Let all mortal flesh keep silence by Edward 
Bairstow (Ref CC294 £1.90) and The Blue Bird by Charles Villiers Stanford (Ref CL27 
£1.80). 
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SIR ARTHUR SOMERVELL 

Born in Windermere on 5th June 1863, Somervell was 
one of the school of composers to come out of the first 
years of Charles Villiers Stanford’s tuition at King’s 
College, Cambridge and Hubert Parry’s at the Royal 
College of Music. 
 
After Cambridge and before going to the Royal 
College of Music, Somervell spent two years in Berlin 
at the Hochschule following the normal pattern of the 
day. 
 
A life spent in teaching, which led to his eventual 
appointment as Inspector of Music to the Board of 
Education and to his knighthood in 1929, left him 
little time for composition. Nevertheless, he made an 
important contribution to English music, particularly 
in his five song-cycles of which Maud, to poems by 
Tennyson, remains a masterpiece. 
 
These ten little pieces were written as part of his work for the Competitive Festival Movement 
and partly provide graded material for school violin lessons. They have remained favourites in 
both areas for almost a hundred years. 
 
Sir Arthur died on 2nd May 1937, leaving the music world a small but influential corpus of 
material. 

Ref 2053  £6.25 

 

 British composer Bryan Kelly has written a lot for the 
flute, with both solo and ensemble works and much of 
it accessible to intermediate players. Songs and 
Dances is a collection of eight short pieces in different 
styles for flute and piano, suitable for players of 
around Grade 3 or 4. There are some nice technical 
challenges including trills, runs and lots of different 
articulations, and although the pieces are all in easy 
keys, there’s lots of chromaticism to take the young 
player out of their comfort zone. 
 
The songs and dances themselves, including a wistful 
Irish Lament, a sweeping Grand Waltz and a bracing 
Hornpipe, will encourage the development of charac-
ter in the student’s playing as well as offering a satis-
fying musical experience. Recommended for teachers 
wanting to avoid ‘just learning from the exam book’.  
 

Clarissa Payne                                  Music Teacher Magazine 
 

Ref  H487  £7.00 
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I’m married to a bungalow 
and rue the day I met it. 

I gave my heart to Hampton Court, 
but I could never get it. 

I open my Observer 
and cast illicit looks 

at the latest kinky offering 
reported by Roy Brooks. 

There’s a mortuary chapel 
not far from Tavistock 

with a bathroom in the belfry 
and a creaky weathercock. 

There’s a ruined railway station 
on a very windy moor 

with a garage labelled LADIES 
and roses round the door. 

On Lundy there’s a lighthouse 
in a pretty shocking state 

but you couldn’t find a better spot 
to sit and meditate. 

If I were Rockerfeller 
I’d like to buy them all 

and let my randy fingers 
go running up the wall. 

My neighbour need not worry 
about his wife or daughter, 

my wanton mind is more inclined 
to rape of bricks and mortar. 

If I were Rockerfeller – 
but time and cash are fleeting 
I’ll try to love my bungalow 
and put in central heating. 

BRICKS AND MORTAR 

Sydney Carter 
© Stainer & Bell Ltd 

  

  

  

 

This poem is one of 107 contained in The two-way clock. 
Author, poet, folk singer and satirist, Sydney Carter is 
probably best known for his songs Lord of the Dance,  

When I needed a neighbour and One more step. In these 
poems however, we find the depth and breadth of 

Sydney’s challenging brain, ranging as they do from the 
light to the deeply profound (often in the same poem) 
and covering topics as diverse as elephants, London, 

doubt, faith and death.  
 

Ref B287  £7.75 
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Frustrated by the lack of brass music from the 
pen of this popular composer, Antony Kearns has 
made these masterly trumpet and piano arrange-
ments of Gershwin’s Three Piano Preludes. 
 
There is a wealth of pleasure to be enjoyed here 
for performers and audience alike. The two up 
tempo outer movements celebrate the jazzy syn-
copated style and smart harmonies which made 
Gershwin’s music as unrivalled in the concert 
hall as in the theatre. The central prelude, a 
deeply-felt blues for muted trumpet, turns the 
spotlight on the keyboard with a welcome middle 
eight for solo piano. 
 
Of Grade 6 standard and above, these pieces are 
ideal for students or professionals looking to 
broaden the range of their repertoire, and are 
equally suitable for B flat cornet and flugelhorn. 
 

Ref H357  £6.80 
 

Unfortunately not available for sale to  
the USA or Canada 

Proms 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST 
CLASSICAL MUSIC FESTIVAL 
 
As usual, this year’s Promenade concerts contain, as the pianist 
Alberto Semprini used to say in the introduction to his radio 
programme Semprini Serenade, ‘old ones, new ones, loved 
ones, neglected ones’. The venues, besides the Royal Albert 
Hall, include the Cadogan Hall in Knightsbridge where, on 15th 
August the audience will be (or if you are reading the repeat, 
was) treated to music by William Byrd, Orlando Gibbons, 
Thomas Morley, Thomas Tomkins and John Wilbye – 
composers whose works feature prominently in our catalogue. 
 
Programmed for 26th July was Ralph Vaughan Williams’s Toward the Unknown Region (Ref 
D49 £5.95). Between 1905 and 1906 both RVW and his friend Gustav Holst each began to set a 
section from Whispers of Heavenly Death by Walt Whitman. When the two had completed their 
works they compared them and Ralph’s was deemed the better. It was first performed in Leeds 
on 10th October 1907, two days before the composer’s 35th birthday. 
 
George Butterworth died 100 years ago in the Battle of the Somme. As a tribute to all those who 
died during the Great War, his The Banks of Green Willow (available from our hire library) was 
billed for performance on the last night. 
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It is possible to attend an organ concert every day of the week in London. Most are free 
although donations are appreciated. The concerts take place in some of the capital’s most 
beautiful and historic churches. Many of the organs are situated in an organ loft at the liturgical 
west end of the church with the audience facing towards the east. Not exactly a spectator sport. 
However, the beauty of the music and that of the architecture make up for the inability to see the 
organist. 

Grosvenor Chapel, just off Park Lane, 
Mayfair, looks from the outside as 
though it has been transported from 
New England, although America 
imported the style from the UK 
following the building of St Martin-in- 
the-Fields by James Gibbs – the first 
major church where a classical building 
is surmounted by a tower. The chapel’s 
organ is broadly in the 18th-century 
English style. Rebuilt by Walker, it sits 
in the west gallery within a case dating 
back to 1732.  
 

The organ in the ancient church of  St Michael’s, Cornhill, is located at the front and left of the 
nave. An opportunity to see the organist one might suppose. However, here the organist is 
surrounded by a high partition. One’s only glimpse of the talented individual is when a hand 
appears above the parapet holding music destined for the ‘out’ tray! 
 
Union Chapel in Islington, a cathedral to non-
conformity, should give the audience a better 
chance to see the performer since the ‘Father’ 
Willis organ stretches across the entire front of 
this preaching house. Not so. An enormous 
pulpit is sited immediately in front of the 
console. It is just possible, with a pair of opera 
glasses, to glimpse the artist through the pillars 
on which the pulpit stands. Realising that 
audiences do like to see the organist, this 
venue has cameras to enable the audience to 
watch the exponent of the ‘king of 
instruments’ on a big screen. 
(See also page 11.) 
 
The organ console at Wesley’s 
Chapel in City Road is, unusually, 
sited within the body of the church 
and surrounded by pews. Unlike 
most of the London churches, this 
organ has a horseshoe console 
built by R Spurden Rutt who also 
made cinema organs. 

HEARD BUT NOT SEEN 

 

 

 

Grosvenor Chapel 

Union Chapel, Islington 

Wesley’s Chapel 
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A similar horseshoe console, this time by John 
Compton, can be found in the newly restored 
Regent Street Cinema. It was in this hall on 21st 
February 1896 that the Lumière brothers first 
demonstrated ‘moving pictures’ to a paying 
British audience. The brothers saw no future in 
cinema and concentrated on photography. This 
organ is normally played for half an hour on a 
Wednesday afternoon prior to that day’s matinee.  
 
Among the items played at a lunchtime concert 
last year in All Hallows-by-the-Tower was an 
attractive piece by Samuel Coleridge-Taylor. The 
work, an Impromptu, was published in 1911 by A 
Weekes & Co, now part of Stainer & Bell, but 
has been out of print for many years (although, 
like most works, could be obtained through our 
archive service). It, and two other impromptus 
have been brought back into print following that 
particular recital to enable others to hear works 
by this composer from Croydon. (See page 10.) 
 

Organ music has been a mainstay of Stainer & Bell since its founding in 1907, and a rich and 
varied cornucopia of ‘goodies’ awaits the inquisitive organist – either by searching our website 
www.stainer.co.uk or by perusing our Keyboard Catalogue (Ref T61). Please see back page. 

 The Lumière brothers 

All Hallows-by-the-Tower 

The organ is the instrument of worship 
for in its sounding we sense the majesty of God 
and in its ending we know the grace of God. 
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This edition sees a welcome return to print of the Three 
Impromptus for organ by Samuel Coleridge-Taylor; 
pieces which, when first issued in 1911, were among 
the last published works by this prolific and immensely 
popular composer. 
 
Coleridge-Taylor was born in Holborn, London, in 
1875, the illegitimate son of an English mother and a 
father, a doctor of Creole descent, who returned to his 
native Sierra Leone before his child was born. Raised 
in Croydon by his mother and her own father, the 
young Samuel was a chorister at St George’s 
Presbyterian Church, and it was here perhaps that he 
first encountered the organ. It was his prowess as a 
violinist and composer, however, which secured him a 

place at the Royal College of Music in 1890. At the College he was taught composition by Sir 
Charles Villiers Stanford, winning an open scholarship for his efforts in 1893. Thereafter, his 
music received frequent public performances, attracting the attention of no less a figure than Sir 
Edward Elgar, who referred to him as ‘far and away the cleverest fellow amongst the young 
men’.  
 
Although educated firmly in the European classical tradition, from the late 1890s Coleridge-
Taylor became increasingly interested in the music associated with his natural father’s race and 
heritage. Having heard the Jubilee Singers of Fisk University, Nashville, performing in London 
he began collecting African-American melodies for use in his compositions, and his output 
thereafter generally displayed to a greater or lesser extent the influence of their folk idioms. 
These included an extensive use of offbeat rhythms, rich and colourful chromatic harmony, and 
textures frequently alternating between solo lines with accompaniment and more solid chordal 
passages. Such characteristics are also to be found in abundance in the Three Impromptus. 
 
Coleridge-Taylor’s output for organ was not extensive – only three solo works carry opus 
numbers – but his reputation in the organ world was established and assured after theatre 
organists of the inter-war period took up his Petite Suite de Concert and incidental music from 
Othello as staples of the transcription repertoire. Incidental music for the theatre was indeed 
Coleridge-Taylor’s chief field of composition after festival commissions, and it is easy to see 
why this part of his oeuvre translated so well to the organ, sharing, as it does, many of the 
hallmarks of the works in this edition. 
 
Stylistically, the Three Impromptus bear a closer resemblance to the composer’s theatrical 
works than to those intended for the church or concert hall. This light-hearted approach to organ 
composition is all the more striking when one compares these pieces with others written during 
the same period by Coleridge-Taylor’s colleagues and teachers, many of whom were heavily 
influenced by the German Romantic tradition of Josef Rheinberger and Max Reger. As original 
compositions (as opposed to transcriptions) the Three Impromptus should prove an invaluable 
addition to the repertoire for recitalists wishing to programme sophisticated lighter fare that has 
immediate appeal. 

Ref H491  £7.00 
 

 THE CLEVEREST FELLOW 
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WITH WINGS AS EAGLES 

Rev Dr Janet Wootton was minister at Union Chapel, 
Islington in the 1990s. During that time she introduced 
many initiatives. As well as abseiling down from the 
dizzy heights of the chapel roof, Janet began compiling 
a book of hymns, prayers, drama and other resources 
for worship entitled Eagles’ Wings and Lesser Things 
(Ref B896 £11.50). 
 
The book, divided into five sections – The Image of 
God, Jesus, People, Church and The World – provides 
a wealth of material for private and public worship and 
much food for thought. Janet has helpfully provided a 
sentence or two as to why or when a particular hymn 
or prayer was written.  
 
Union Chapel, of which I was minister for seventeen 
years, was blessed in the foresight of its forebears. 
They had bought the Georgian terraced houses to either side 
of the church when the building was expanded. The income 
from office space was sufficient to support the church, so that 
we could use the main building in (decidedly) creative ways. 
When new tenants moved into the newly refurbished offices, I 
wrote this hymn which was sung at the dedication. 

In the powerful name of God, 
we dedicate this office space. 
Here may work and inspiration 
and enjoyment find a place. 

May each person’s work be valued, 
skills developed, views made known; 
and with fairness built on friendship 
may the workforce act as one. 

Christ, you drew your inspiration 
from the workers of your day – 
farming, baking, fishing, selling, 
all were witness to God’s way. 

In this moment of our lives, we 
offer all our work to you. 
May the love of God be mirrored 
truly in the work we do. 

 

Exciting and fresh, the hymns of Janet Wootton reflect the strong sense of theological integrity found in the 
Congregational Way. She challenges us to remember the strengths and weaknesses of our past, and at the 
same time urges us forward to seize the opportunities promised by God in the future. With profoundly 
beautiful poetry, Wootton’s hymns examine the mysteries of our faith, offering the congregation a means to 
reflect on a life lived faithfully and a God worshipped well.                                                         Cynthia Bacon 
 
Janet Wootton brings a fresh ear, a woman’s experience, expansive theology, liturgical wisdom, an 
enquiring faith, and a keen mind to the hymn-poet’s craft. She is one of the select few of whom a potential 
reader says not, ‘Hmm, I wonder’ but ‘Yes, I want to see this – and sing it.’                                    Brian Wren 
 
Go for it, buy it, give it away, and above all, use it.                                                                   Geoffrey Duncan 
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I HAVE TO BE SEEN TO BE BELIEVED 
Queen Elizabeth II  

There is no doubt that the Queen has been seen in public a great deal during this, her ninetieth 
year. For three successive days she attended events in the Capital. Bright colours and large hats 
worn by the Queen help onlookers identify the monarch in a crowd. 
 
At the National Service of Thanksgiving, held in St Paul’s Cathedral on 10th June, the Queen 
wore yellow. At the Trooping of the Colour on the following day she wore lime green and at the 
Sunday Patron’s Lunch in The Mall, her outfit was pink. All a sharp contrast to Her Majesty’s 
and Prince Philip’s great great grandmother, Queen Victoria, who, following the death of her 
husband, Prince Albert, in 1861, wore black and was seldom seen in public for the following 
fifteen years. Victoria spent much of her time at Windsor Castle, Balmoral or Osborne House 
on the Isle of Wight. A wag affixed a billboard to Buckingham Palace which read: ‘For Let. 
These commanding premises to be let or sold, in consequence of the occupant’s declining 
business’. Republicanism was rife in the nation. 

 
Music features prominently in the life of the Queen. She and 
her sister Margaret Rose were both taught the piano – often 
using an Eavestaff and some pianos carry a label to that effect. 
For many years we have had such an instrument in our Board 
Room. 
 
Pieces played prior to the 
commencement of the National 
Service included works by 
Bach, Percy Grainger and 
Elgar as well as Rhosymedre 

by Ralph Vaughan Williams (Ref MO31 £7.00). The Queen 
however was nearly fifteen minutes late for the service. Few 
roads had been closed and for some reason the route chosen was 
south of the river via Waterloo. The BBC’s helicopter was 
unable to find the limo and reporters were unsure from which 
direction the Queen would arrive. Having done sterling service 
at the organ, Peter Holder had run out of music. Perhaps he 
should have had to hand Nigel Ogden’s At your Service. Fifteen 
Practical Voluntaries for Church Organists (Ref H456 £6.25). 
In the notes Nigel reminds organists that ‘at a moment’s notice you may be required to create or 
change the mood of a service, or indeed be ready to paper over the cracks!’. 
 
Among the hymns sung were Lead us heavenly father, lead us; King of glory, King of peace 
and Lord, for the years your love has kept and guided by a friend of the company, Timothy 
Dudley-Smith, who will celebrate his own 90th birthday in December. The anthem O clap your 
hands by Ralph Vaughan Williams (Ref CC222 £2.80) was an apt choice. 
 
The Queen’s favourite hymns include Praise my soul, the King of Heaven and The Lord’s my 
Shepherd. This hymn was sung at her wedding in 1947 to the tune Crimond. This tune was 
relatively unknown amongst church-goers until then but has since become the preferred setting 
for many. 

 

 At your 
Service 
Fifteen Practical Voluntaries 
for Church Organists 

 
Nigel Ogden 
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The trouble with 
finding quotations 
on the Internet is 
that one can never 
be entirely sure they 
are genuine. 
 

Abraham Lincoln 

In a lighter vein, the Queen likes musicals including Oklahoma, Annie Get your Gun and Fred 
Astaire singing Cheek to Cheek from the film Top Hat as well as songs by Andrew Lloyd 
Webber and Gary Barlow. Vera Lynn’s rendition of The White Cliffs of Dover reminds the 
Queen of the wartime years as no doubt do the medleys by the American jazz and pop band 
leader Lester Lanin. 
 
Perhaps the most surprising of the Queen’s favourites are songs 
sung by George Formby, in particular Leaning on a lamp-post. 
She was once asked to become president of the George Formby 
Appreciation Society. She was advised, as Head of the Church of 
England, not to accept the post, but she knows all the songs and 
sings them.  
 
Fortunately the Queen is fond of military music. It would be 
sheer hell for her if she disliked it. A particular favourite is the 
regimental march Milanollo. 

 
At her speech at the Patron’s Lunch, the Queen thanked everyone for 
their good wishes, concluding with the words ‘How I will feel if people 
are still singing Happy Birthday in December remains to be seen.’ 
 
Should you still feel the need to celebrate then take a look at A Garland 
for the Queen – Ten songs for mixed voices (Ref D103 £10.45). 
Commissioned by the Arts Council of Great Britain to mark the Queen’s 
Coronation, it was first performed on 1st June 1953 at the Royal 
Festival Hall. Contributors include Arthur Bliss, Arnold Bax, Michael 
Tippett, John Ireland, Herbert Howells and Ralph Vaughan Williams. 

 

 

George Formby 
Courtesy of the 

Imperial War Museum 
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Ruthie Thomas is a hymn writer, author, singer and 
poet, who, for eighteen years, taught in a primary 
school in London.  
 
Ruthie’s first published hymns and songs were in 
Reflecting Praise (Ref B819 £8.75) in 1993. Now 
her works can be found in Big Blue Planet (Ref 
B827 £14.45), Worship and our Diverse World 
(Ref B832 £8.00), Sound Bytes (Ref B856 £14.25) 
and in several other publications including 
Christian Aid’s songbook Hunger for Justice. 
 
A further eleven songs have just been published in 
the booklet You can’t keep a good song down (Ref 
Y330 £4.75). Her vibrant melodies and thought-
provoking words can comfort us in the bad times 
or help us rejoice in the good times. 

 
Ruthie studied in the School of English at King Alfred’s College, Winchester, receiving a P D 
James Writer’s Bursary. As an inspirational singer she has sung at various venues including, in 
Southampton, for the Women in Music International and for Women’s International Day at the 
Millennium Centre in Cardiff. 
 
Ruthie Thomas is often asked to sing at 
weddings and funerals and makes many 
appearances in aid of charity. She cont-
inues to write, sing and inspire others. 
 
Whether for solo singing, music group or 
congregational participation, You can’t 
keep a good song down is a collection 
with something for everyone. Each item 
presents an opportunity for imagination 
and improvisation. It is a collection to be 
sung and enjoyed from the heart. 

YOU CAN’T KEEP A 
GOOD SONG DOWN 

 

 

On the left is the Wales Millennium Centre, 
known locally as ‘The Armadillo’. Inscribed 
above the main entrance are two poetic lines 
written by the Welsh poet Gwyneth Lewis. The 
Welsh version, Creu Gwir fel gwydr o ffwrnais 
awen, means ‘Creating truth like glass from the 
furnace of inspiration’. The English reads In 
These Stones Horizons Sing. The lettering is 
formed by windows in the upstairs bar areas 
and is internally illuminated at night. The 
Pierhead Building (centre) is now part of the 
National Assembly of Wales. 
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Priority Order Form 

 

Please hand this order form to your local sheet music shop. However, in case of 
difficulty, orders may be placed direct, either by sending this form to Stainer & Bell 
or by visiting our secure online ordering facility at www.stainer.co.uk 

NB Please ensure that your name 
and address overleaf are correct 

and complete the rest of the form 

If ordering direct, please add £3.00 
for orders up to £24.99 and £6.50 
for orders of £25 or more to cover 

post and packing. 
Post and packing for overseas customers 

(including Eire) is charged at cost. 
Please ask for a quotation. 

Composer/Author Title Cat. No. Price Qty 

P+P 

Total 

Line Cost 
£            p 

en Rex 

Altrincham, 
Cheshire 

April 2016 
 

Dear Friends, 
 
For the last twenty years or so I have enjoyed receiving The Bell on a regular basis.  
The various articles it contained were always interesting or fascinating or amusing or 
something else useful so that I feel a more rounded person because of that. 
 
Now we shall shortly be moving away from this address due to old age. It is thus a 
good time to ask you to remove me from the address list and to thank you all very 
much for the real pleasure I have enjoyed over many happy years. 
 
Long may your good work continue. 
 
Yours most sincerely, 
 

K 
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CATALOGUE ORDER FORM 
All our subject catalogues are available free of charge. Please tick the relevant boxes 

and send the completed form to us at Victoria House, using the panel below 
for your name and address, or order by email: post@stainer.co.uk 

 
T60    Choral Music 
T61    Keyboard (piano, organ etc.) 
                 and Study Books 
T62    Strings 
T63    Songs 
T64    Wind, Brass, Jazz & Percussion  
T65    Music in Education 
T66    Rental Material 
T68    Religious Publications 
T69    Musica Britannica 
T71    Early Music 
T74    The Byrd Edition and 
                 The English Madrigalists 
T75    Early English Church Music 
T108  Purcell Society Edition 
Add my name to mailing list: 
 
email: …………………………………..….... 

Stainer & Bell Ltd 
Choral Music 
Catalogue 

Stainer & Bell Ltd 
PO Box 110, Victoria House, 

23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ England 

*Delete as applicable 
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